
2021 Big league expect Indian
online videos games companies
Casual video games, esports and dwell streaming are jumping
high at a quick tempo because the pandemic-led lockdown came
up with amazing online games. 

This year fund lifting by Indian online gaming companies is
looking to surpass earlier records as investors will look to
make the most of people staying online for longer in the
pandemic time, industry authority say

Gaming has to emerge to be a preferred avenue for leisure, and
traders have made huge bets on the section, even because the
viewpoint on actual cash gaming corporations has turned bitter
with regulatory roadblocks. 

The online gaming business lifted $174 million in 2020 versus
$97.2 million a year prior, based on information from business
tracker Tracxn.

“The Covid-19 pandemic has brought about a transformation to
every  industry  globally  and  the  esports  industry  is  no
different.  The  lockdown  fuelled  this  already-burgeoning
industry,”  stated  Abhishek  Madhavan,  SVP,  Growth,  and
Marketing at Mobile Premier League, a cell esports platform.
The 300 million-strong avid gamers market is about to develop
to 440 million by 2022, he said.

However,  online  actual  cash  gaming  corporations  in  rummy,
poker, and fantasy sport games take part to spend the year
speaking to the federal government to overturn bans came up by
Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh late last year.

These selections put a complainer on the quick development
noted by the business. Telangana banned these video games in
the past just a few years.
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“What we have seen in the last few months is a pushback by
states  with  respect  to  online  games,”  stated  L  Badri
Narayanan,  Partner  at  legislation  agency  Lakshmikumaran  &
Sridharan. “2021 will be a year of engagement between the
industry, various stakeholders, and the governments. Hope to
move from absolute bans to a more regulated, licensed gaming
which ensures fun and safety,” he added.

Online  rummy,  fantasy  sports  games  ,  and  poker  platforms
similar  to  Dream11,  Mobile  Premier  League,  My11  Circle,
PokerSaint,  RummyCircle,  Ace2three,  Winzo,  and  PaytmFirst
Games have been affected.

“What has happened in South India has put a little bit of
uncertainty into the mix. Other parameters are well and good
and on course,” stated Roland Landers, CEO of the All India
Gaming Federation. “As of now, things have been a bit reactive
but going forward we have to be more proactive as an industry
and reach out to them.” 

Pocket52, an online poker gaming app, said that states are
keen to listen to corporations as they notice that bans forced
by them can result in job losses. 

Debashish Bhattacharjee, CMO, Pocket52 said that the corporate
has not too long ago added rummy to its portfolio and can
quickly add bridge card recreation to journey the wave of
development seen as a result of the pandemic.

“The  biggest  challenge  for  gaming  firms  this  year  will
continue to be the grey zone around regulations. If there is
clarity around this, we see substantial growth in the sector
both from an investment as well as a player perspective,” said
Sameer  Barde,  CEO  of  The  Online  Rummy  Federation,  which
represents companies such as RummyCircle, Ace2Three, and Paytm
First Games.

Saurabh Aggarwal, CEO of online gaming platform Octro, said
the  growth  will  depend  on  the  role  of  the  government  in



providing a favorable and predictable regulatory regime for
not only existing players to grow but also incremental foreign
investment to come into the country.


